
Abstract. Cytochrome P450 1A1 (CYP1A1) belongs to the
enzymes of biotransformation of phase I. CYP1A1 performs
the catalytic activation of exogenous and endogenous substrates
to more carcinogenic metabolites. Overexpression of the
wild-type and a recently described splice variant (CYP1A1v,
ovarian cancer) are attributed to neoplastic transformation.
Here we describe novel CYP1A1 splicing variants commonly
and frequently transcribed in leucocytes of healthy volunteers,
separated from variants exclusively expressed in tumour cell
lines. Interestingly, all the novel splicing variants in leukocytes
are generated by employing of two nested splice site pairs,
one outer canonical and one inner non-canonical splice site
pair, within the exon 2 of the human CYP1A1. In general, the
frequent presence of common splicing variants in healthy
volunteers has to be consider as a physiological feature of
human CYP1A1 transcription process, rather than a signature
of carcinogenesis.

Introduction

Among the various forms of CYPs determined so far, CYP1A1
and CYP1B1 have been shown to be the most important
human CYP enzymes in metabolizing procarcinogens, such
as PAHs and aromatic amines, into active species forming
DNA adducts (1-4).

The constitutive and inducible expression of CYP1A1
and CYP1B1 are considered to be important determinants of
carcinogenesis. Induction of CYP1A1 would be expected to
increase the activation of procarcinogens to DNA-reactive
metabolites, leading to increased tumour formation. Inducible
CYP1A1 activity is ubiquitous, located in virtually every

tissue of the body including endothelial cells of blood vessels,
leukocytes, epithelial cells of the skin and gastrointestinal
tract, fetus, and embryo (5).

Overexpression is frequent after exposure toward different
environmental factors such as cigarette smoke or local
pollutants (6) and subsequently in there initiating tumour
tissue. The expression level and microsomal CYP1A1
protein level are significantly higher among current smokers
compared to ex-smokers and never-smokers in the lung (7,8).
A similar high increased CYP1A1 expression is observed in
different human oral cell phenotypes after cigarette smoke
condensate (CSC) exposure. For other cancers such as gastric
cancer the frequencies of CYP1A1 expression are significantly
different between non-cancerous and premalignant groups,
suggesting that CYP1A1 is expressed at relatively early stage
of gastrocarcinogenesis and exerts its effects throughout
the stepwise oncogenic processes (9). However, the exact
relationship between CYP1A1 overexpression and chemically
induced carcinogenesis remains to be established (10).

Contrary to the expected association between CYP1A1
overexpression and carcinogenesis, there is little evidence
from other human epidemiological studies or experiments
on animals that P450 induction enhance the incidence or
multiplicity of tumours caused by known chemical carcinogens
(11). Although smoking is a major risk factor for the common
esophageal cancer, DNA adducts were associated with
upregulation of CYP1B1, but not CYP1A1, mRNA and
protein in human esophageal HET-1A cells (12). For breast
cancer a low frequently expressed CYP1A1 (13), similar to
low CYP1A1 mRNA expression levels in neoplastic and non-
neoplastic tissue (14-16), has been described. Other studies
report an unexpected not overexpressed CYP1A1 level in
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and squamous cell carcinoma
of the head and neck (SCCHN) (17,18).

An overexpressed CYP1A1 has been assumed to play a
significant role in DNA adduct formation which support a
higher risk for cancer initiation. CYP1A1 is mainly localized
in the endoplasmic reticulum. In contrast, a recently described,
enzymatic active, spliced variant of CYP1A1 (CYP1A1v,
GenBank accession no. AY310359) exhibits a nucleus and
mitochondria restricted subcellular distribution. The nuclear
distribution evidently contributes to ovarian cancer initiation
and progression additionally to an overexpressed CYP1A1
(19).
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Detecting full-length mRNA transcripts of participants of
epidemiological studies we describe the common presence of
splicing variants of CYP1A1 in healthy volunteers including
the enzymatic active variant CYP1A1v. We argue that their
common presence should be consider as a physiological
signature rather than a signature of carcinogenesis. An
overview of frequently present multiple splicing variants of
different human cancer cell lines in comparison to blood
leucocytes of healthy volunteers is given.

Materials and methods

Human probes. The non-adherent growing human small-cell
lung cancer (SCLC) cell lines NCI-H82 (20), NCI-H69 (21),
the non-SCLC cell line MR65, the adherent growing non-
SCLC cell lines A549 (22), Colo-699, LCLC-103H (23),
Oka-C-1 (24), EPLC-272H (25), KNS-62 (26), NCI-H322
(27), NCI-H358 (28), BEN (29), the hepatocyte cell line
HepG2 (30), the cervix carcinoma cell line HBL-100 and the
ovary adenocarcinoma cell lines EFO-21 (serous cystadeno-
carcinoma), -27 (mucinous papillary adenocarcinoma) (31)
were obtained from European Collection of Cell Cultures and
German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures. 

The human hepatocyte cell lines IHH1 (immortalized
human hepatocyte no. 1), HH1 (human hepatoma no. 1),
IHFL1 (immortalized human fetal liver cells no. 1) and IHI1
(immortalized human islet cells no. 1) were kindly provided
by Jan Hengstler from the University of Leipzig. The phenotype
of hepatocytes was controlled by measurement of glucose,
lactate and urea in the supernatant and the CYP3A4 and GST
activity of the cell homogenate.

Lung and cervix carcinoma cell lines were kept in RPMI-
1640 (PAN Biotech, Aidenbach, Germany) supplemented with
10% fetal calf serum (FCS, Biochrom AG, Berlin, Germany).
Hepatocyte cell lines were held in William's Medium E/10%
FCS. The culture medium of IHI1 cell line was additionally
supplemented with 20 ng/ml basic fibroblast growth factor
(bFGF, PAN) and 20 ng/ml epidermal growth factor (EGF,
PAN). Ovary adenocarcinoma cell lines were kept in DMEM
(PAN) supplemented with 10% FCS.

Human venous blood samples were taken from healthy
volunteers in accordance with protocols of the local Committee
of Medical Ethics. All participants gave their written consent.
The mononuclear fraction (MNC) was separated by separation
media (PAA, Cölbe, Germany), according to the manufacturer's
instruction. The granulocyte fraction was prepared after red
blood cell lysis of the separation sediment. The MNC and
granulocytes were held thereafter in RPMI-1640 media/10%
autologous serum for 24 h.

Isolation and amplification of nucleic acid. Cellular RNA
was isolated from human cell lines as well as from blood
samples with the peqGold RNAPure™ Isolation protocol
(Peqlab, Erlangen, Germany) according to the manufacturer's
instruction. After a DNAse (Roche, Mannheim, Germany)
digestion step, 5 μg of total RNA was taken to synthesize
cDNA using the RevertAid H Minus First strand cDNA
Synthesis Kit (Fermentas GmbH, St. Leon-Rot, Germany).
The primer CYP1A1_for1 5'-TGA TCC CAG GCT CCA
AGA GTC CAC-3', CYP1A1_for2 5'-TCC CAG CTC AGC

TCA GTA CCT CAG-3', CYP1A1_for3 5'-CAG TAC CTC
AGC CAC CTC CAA GAT-3', CYP1A1_rev1 5'-ATC AGG
GGT GAG AAA CCG TTC AGG-3' and CYP1A1_rev2 5'-
GAC AGC TGG ACA TTG GCG TTC TC-3' (MWG
Biotech, Ebersberg, Germany) were used to perform a nested
PCR approach detecting transcripts from the first to the last
exon. Transcript lengths of 1384 (CYP1A1_for1/-rev1), 1357
(-for2/-rev1), 1344 (-for3/-rev1), 958 (-for2/-rev2) and 945
(-for3/-rev2) bp are expected. The primers were designed
without mismatches to common single nucleotide poly-
morphisms to exclude false negative results. The PCR was
performed at 94˚C for 5 min, then 38 cycles at 94˚C for 30 sec,
at 60˚C for 30 sec, at 72˚C for 90 sec, and extension at 72˚C
for 10 min. The PCR mixture contained 1.25 mM MgCl2,
200 μM each dNTP, 0.24 μM of each primer and 0.5 U of
BioTaq DNA polymerase (Bioline, Luckenwalde, Germany).
The PCR mixture without cDNA template served as negative
control to exclude false positive data.

Cloning strategies. Novel PCR products were cleaned with
Wizard SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up Kit (Promega, Mannheim,
Germany) and subsequently cloned into pGEM-Teasy vector
(Promega) and transformed into E. coli K12 JM109 strain.
Positive colonies were checked by PCR and agarose-gel
electrophoresis. Appropriate colonies were amplified by
overnight incubation. Thereafter the plasmids were isolated
by the Nucleospin Plasmid Kit (BD Biosciences, Heidelberg,
Germany) according to the manufacturer's instructions and
sequenced by using a Big-Dye terminator kit on an ABI377
automated sequencer (Perkin-Elmer Instruments GmbH,
Rodgau-Jügesheim, Germany, IZKF Core Unit of the
University of Leipzig). 

For a quantitative CYP1A1 PCR on Rotorgene (ltf-Labor-
technik, Wasserburg/B., Germany) the primer pair h-
qCYP1A1_for/rev (5'-TCC TGG AGC CTC ATG TAT TTG
GTG-3', 5'-TTG TTG TGC TGT GGG GGA TGG TGA-3',
respectively) was used amplifying a 196-bp long fragment of
exons 4 to 5/6. The PCR was performed at 94˚C for 15 min,
then 40 cycles at 94˚C for 30 sec, at 58˚C for 30 sec, at 72˚C
for 30 sec. The PCR mixture contained 1.25 mM MgCl2,
200 μM each dNTP, 0.24 μM of each primer, 1 U of Poly-
merase (HOTFIREPol, Solis BioDyne, Tartu, Estonia) and a 5X
concentrate of fluorogenous substrate SYBR green (MoBiTec,
Göttingen, Germany). A specific PCR product was present
when the melting curve showed a peak at 87.3˚C (negative
control at 79.2˚C).

In silico analyses. Computational analyses were carried out
using the following databases: UCSC Genome Browser
(http://genome.ucsc.edu/), Ensembl Genome Browser
(http://www.ensembl.org/), BLAST, dbSNP provided by the
National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), ESEfinder (http://rulai.cshl.
edu/tools/ESE/) SNP500Cancer (http://snp500cancer.
nci.nih.gov/).

Results

To assess human health risk toward environmental pollutants
we were interested in frequently occuring polymorphisms
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and transcript variations of xenobiotic metabolizing enzymes
within epidemiological studies. When focusing on CYP1A1
mRNA expression, different RT-PCR results were surprisingly
obtained by using several CYP1A1 specific primer pairs.
Thus, we performed long fragment RT-PCR approaches on
leucocytes of healthy volunteers. A nested long fragment
RT-PCR approach on leucocytes provided the expected
CYP1A1 transcript of 945 bp in about 70% (19 out of 27) of
the healthy volunteers (Fig. 1a). Approximately 42% (8 out of
19) of the CYP1A1 positive volunteers expressed one or two
additional RT-PCR transcripts (Fig. 1b, numbered arrow 1
and 2). Out of the CYP1A1 positive transcripts about 25% and
75% of volunteers expressed one or two additional transcripts,
respectively. The presence or absence of CYP1A1 transcript
and their multiple variants had equal gender distribution.
Cloning and sequencing of the two additional transcripts
revealed a 84-bp deletion in exon 2 for the 861-bp variant
and a 193-bp deletion in exon 2 for the 752-bp variant. The
transcript with the 84-bp deletion is identical to the enzymatic
active splicing variant of ovary cancer cell lines published
under GenBank accession no. AY310359. This splicing variant
was frequently expressed in 30% (8 out of 27) of the healthy
volunteers who tested positive. The novel 752 bp variant is
published under accession number AM233519 by the authors.

To estimate the inducibility of CYP1A1 in formerly
RT-PCR transcript-negative volunteers we performed an in
vitro stimulation of Cyp1A1 on density separated mono-
nuclear cell (MNC) and granulocytes. Healthy volunteers with
an absent CYP1A1 RT-PCR transcript becomes CYP1A1 tran-
script positive for the MNC fraction after in vitro stimulation
with the CYP1A1-inducer benzo(a)pyrene (B(a)P). CYP1A1
remained absent in the granulocyte fraction (data not shown).
Interestingly, novel splicing variants of CYP1A1 were induced
by stimulation of individual healthy MNC (Fig. 2, numbered
arrows 3 and 4). Cloning and sequencing of the new splicing
transcripts revealed a 589 bp (365 bp RT-PCR band, Ensembl
accession no. AM233517) and 782 bp (163 bp band, Ensembl
accession no. AM236047) deletion of the 5-primed part of
the exon 2, respectively. In summary, four additional splicing

variants of CYP1A1 (one known and three novel) become
apparent in blood leucocytes of healthy volunteers.

The transcriptional expression of alternative splicing
variants of CYP1A1 in healthy volunteers was compared to
splicing pattern in human cancer cell lines established from
several tissues. As depicted in Fig. 3, multiple splicing
variants were expressed in individual human cancer cell lines
(numbered arrows 5-9). Three variants were similar to
leucocytes (arrows 6, 7, 9) and two variants represented
novel (arrows 5, 8, Ensembl accession no. AM233520 and
AM 233518) variants. Human ovary cancer cell lines were
found to express an additional transcript besides the firstly
described CYP1A1v by Leung et al (19) (Fig. 3b) in OVCA
cells, similar to leucocytes. However, in all cases the expected
full length CYP1A1 transcript was overexpressed compared
to the additional splicing variants. Finally, the CYP1A1
splicing pattern did not differentiate between non-SCLC and
SCLC and was not specific for discriminating hepatoma-
derived cell lines from immortalized hepatocyte cell lines.

The constitution of the above mentioned additional
splicing transcripts of human CYP1A1 is summarised in Fig. 4.
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Figure 1. Detection of basal CYP1A1 long fragment transcripts in leucocytes of representative healthy volunteers using nested reverse-transcription polymerase
chain reaction (RT-PCR, primer pairs: outer CYP1A1-for2/-rev1, inner -for3/-rev2). (a) CYP1A1 mRNA was not detectable in all volunteers. Gapdh served as
internal positive control. Multiple alternative splicing pattern are present (numbered arrow 1-2 are indicated). (b) Multiple alternative splicing variants are
frequently present among volunteers tested positive. One or two additional transcripts are detectable. M, 100 bp DNA ladder, reversed image.

Figure 2. CYP1A1 mRNA expression of benzo(a)pyrene (B(a)P)-stimulated
mononuclear cells (MNC) in vitro using nested reverse-transcription poly-
merase chain reaction (RT-PCR). The B(a)P stimulation additionally
induced novel splice variants (numbered arrows 3-4 are indicated) in MNC.
M, 100 bp DNA ladder, reversed image.
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The main disturbed splicing events were realised within
exon 2. At least four variants with single deletion of 84, 193,
589 and 782 bp in exon 2 were frequently found in blood
leucocytes of healthy volunteers (white numbered arrows).

These variants were commonly expressed in human cancer
cell lines additionally to splicing variants with partial or full
retention of intron sequences (grey numbered arrows). 

Computational analysis of the splicing variants of CYP1A1
revealed that deletions within exon 2 cause truncated proteins
covering either the NH2- or the COOH-terminal region of the
wild-type protein with one exception. The AY310359 variant
having 28 fewer amino acid residues can be translated into
an enzymatic active protein. The presence of other protein
variants was not examined by the present study. However,
theoretical truncated proteins of the COOH-terminal region
of the wild-type protein would contain structural qualities
necessary for the enzyme such as the cytochrome P450
cysteine heme-iron ligand signature, oxygen binding sites
and the substrate binding site at position Val382.
Additionally, the COOH-terminal region contains a putative
bipartite nuclear localization signal (NLS) which may evoke
a nuclear distribution other the endoplasmic reticulum
localization of the wild-type enzyme.

The alternative splice sites within exon 2 of human CYP1A1
gene and their resulting splicing variants were depicted in
detail in Fig. 5. Two conservative (GT-AG rule) and two non-
canonical splice sites were found. All the four splice sites were
located upstream of the 3-primed end of exon 2 in a maximal
distance of 192 bp to each other. Alternative splicing variants
were performed exclusively between conservative or non-
canonical splice sites. Following the GT-AG rule all three
possible splicing combinations were transcribed beginning
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Figure 3. Detection of additional CYP1A1 splicing variants among human
cancer cell lines of different tissues using reverse-transcription polymerase
chain reaction (RT-PCR). (a) At least five additional CYP1A1 transcripts
(numbered arrow 5-9 are indicated) are visible after EtBr-stained agarose
gel electrophoresis in different human cancer cell lines (reversed image).
(b) Both ovary derived cancer cell lines show a multiple pattern similar to
leucocytes. M, 100 bp DNA ladder.

Figure 4. Summarized alternatively spliced transcripts of human CYP1A1 expressed in human cancer cell lines or leucocytes of healthy volunteers (grey and
white numbered arrows, respectively). The splicing variants represent the five novel transcripts described by the authors, and one recently described by
Leung et al (19). Exon numbering and accession number are given according to EMBL database. The alternative spliced mRNA transcripts and putative
in-frame translation products (white and black boxes, respectively) are indicated. Deletions and intron insertions (full insertion, AM233518; partial insertion,
AM233520) are depicted (grey and striped boxes, respectively).
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from intron 1. In contrast, only one splicing transcript was
released employing the two non-canonical splice sites.

Discussion

Cytochrome P450 1A1 (CYP1A1) plays an important role in
the defense against environmental pollutants. The chronic
overexpression of CYP1A1 independently of gender
represents a risk for human cancer and has been investigated
in several studies (32). Recently, in ovarian cancer cell lines
a novel aberrant CYP1A1 protein was described to have an

additional impact in tumour initiation and progression (19).
Surprisingly, focusing on CYP1A1 transcript pattern within
an epidemiological study and in toxicological in vitro
approaches we were able to extend the physiological
appearance of multiple transcripts of human CYP1A1 by the
present study.

Leung et al (19) have demonstrated that the CYP1A1wt
and the variant CYP1A1v mRNA were concomitantly expressed
both at minimal level in normal human ovarian surface
epithelial cells (HOSE) and at overexpressed level in human
ovarian cancer cell lines (OVCA). When HOSE cell lines were
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Figure 5. Alternative splice sites within exon 2 of human CYP1A1 gene and resulting splicing variants. Two conservative (GT-AG rule) and two non-
canonical splice sites were found. Following the GT-AG rule all three splicing combinations are transcribed starting from intron 1. In contrast, the non-
canonical splice sites form only one splicing transcript.

Figure 6. Comparison of sequence homology of two putative non-canonical acceptor splice sites within exon 2 of human CYP1A1 pre-mRNA (NM-000499).
(A) Localization of nested alternative canonical (c3'/5'ss, c3'ss, white boxes) and non-canonical (n5'ss, n3'ss) splice sites is indicated. The grey box highlights
a frequent sequence ranging over both confirmed non-canonical splice sites. (B) Upstream sequences of the two putative non-canonical acceptor splice sites
are compared by homology in a purin/pyrimidine transformed nucleotide code. A proposed acceptor site consensus is indicated due to an absent homology of
the upstream sequence of the two repeats. The polypyrimidine tract (Py) at the 5' end of the n3'ss seems to be necessary for the non-canonical splicing at this
splicing site and should be contained in an acceptor site consensus for the non-canonical AA-AT splice pair.
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stably transfected with the wild-type CYP1A1 transcript then
the alternative splice variant, CYP1A1v becomes con-
comitantly overexpressed in addition to the expected wild-
type transcript. This finding suggests an exclusive role of a
tissue-specific spliceosome machinery in generating multiple
CYP1A1 transcripts. CYP1A1-specific inducer, such as
benz(a)pyrene, failed to interrupt the multiple transcript
pattern.

Interestingly, the CYP1A1v mRNA released an enzymatic
active CYP1A1v protein which was exclusively localized in
cell nucleus and mitochondria. The unusual localization of
CYP1A1v implicates its role in ovarian cancer initiation and
progression by direct release of genotoxic active metabolites
within the nucleus. However, an expected higher risk for
neoplastic transformation of HOSE by a single overexpressed
nuclear localized CYP1A1v, compared to single overexpressed
endoplasmatic localized CYP1A1wt, has not been supported
in vitro. Unfortunately, co-transfection experiments with
CYP1A1wt and CYP1A1v, which would have been represented
the in vivo concomitant expression of multiple CYP1A1
transcripts, were not performed. In addition, considering that
the spliceosome machinery prefers to release CYP1A1wt
mRNA, as indicated by semi-quantitative RT-PCR, and that
only a minority of nuclei could have been immunohisto-
chemically stained on human ovarian tumours, the CYP1A1wt
protein should possess the dominant role over CYP1A1v in
CYP1A1 overexpressed human tumours.

The human CYP1A1 gene consists of 7 exons according
to the NCBI MapViewer and UCSC Genome database. In the
Ensembl Genome database the released transcript sequence
for human CYP1A1 (Ensembl release 40- Aug 2006) does
not conform with the NCBI/UCSC entries. Sequence data of
the first exon are missing and therefore the first numbered
exon of the Ensembl database represent exon 2 of the
NCBI/UCSC databases. Considering the full length transcript
information of the present study we retained the seven exon
numbering of the CYP1A1 transcript.

In the present study five novel CYP1A1 transcripts are
described, additionally to the recently described CYP1A1v.
Similar to alternative CYP2E1 and GSTT1 pre-mRNA
splicing (33,34), the exon 2 is the most affected exon
regarding alternative transcripts of human CYP1A1. It
additional contains 2 nested splice site pairs. One outer
canonical and one inner non-canonical splice site pair.
Within this exon the core 5'-canonical splice site (5'ss,
AGGU) serves either as a donor splice site (5'ss) by use of
the AG or as an acceptor splice site (3'ss) by use of the GU.
Because of the most conserved AT dinucleotides at the -2
and -1 exonic position of a dual utilized canonical 5'ss, the
observed splicing variants could have been predicted for such
pre-mRNA types (35). Similar splicing events at a dual
utilized 5'ss were described for the interferon regulatory
factor-3 (IRF-3) (36). However, the alternative splicing of
the IRF-3 pre-mRNA distinguished from that of CYP1A1 by
using exclusively one dual utilized exonic splice site. As a
result, the whole up- or downstream to the splice site exonic
sequence is spliced, different from a spliced cryptic intron for
CYP1A1 pre-mRNA. In summary, the exon 2 of CYP1A1
can be considered as assembled from two exons and one
nested retained cryptic intron.

The use of alternative and inefficient splice sites may be
influenced by competitive binding of serine/arginine-rich
(SR) proteins and heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins
(hnRNP) as some of the factors which mediate splicing
regulatory activities. The mechanism by which splice sites
are used appears to be dynamically regulated, at least in part,
by the relative ratio of hnRNP A1 to SR proteins in the
nucleus (37). Among the physiologically occured multiple
transcript pattern of CYP1A1 the wild-type transcript is
permanently present and overexpressed over the concomitant
alternative transcripts. Therefore, the dynamic balance between
splicing enhancer and inhibitors seems to be shifted to the
site of preferentially expressed wild-type transcript.

In contrast, compared to additional multiple transcripts
the wild-type transcript has become underrepresented after
exposure of high dose of B(a)P of individual human leucocytes.
At least two mechanisms has to be considered to explain this
changed splicing pattern. At first, metabolism of B(a)P
results in formation of the ultimate carcinogenic form of
benzo(a)pyrene, the 7,8 diol 9,10 epoxide. Covalently bound
to DNA, this electrophilic metabolite should be able to block
target sequences for binding of splicing factors. Secondly,
genotoxic stress may induce phosphorylation of definite
splicing factors and results in the translocation of the splicing
factor from the nucleus into the cytoplasm (37). Thus, an
altered ratio between splicing enhancer and inhibitors may
also cause an altered splice site selection as evoked for
CYP1A1 after a genotoxic impact by B(a)P exposure.

An aberrant splicing of either alternatively or constitutively
spliced genes can also be triggered by mutations in the spliced
gene by influencing binding affinity of splicing proteins to
the DNA (38). As a profound consequence human inherited
disorders can be manifested (39,40). Regarding the frequent
appearence of multiple CYP1A1 splicing transcripts in leuco-
cytes of healthy volunteers (42%), in the first instance, it
appears unlikely that their presence has been provoked by
mutations. However, to prove the possibility of underlying
mutations we performed a single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) database analysis for CYP1A1 as well as SNP
detection for the most prominent Ile/Val (refSNP ID rs1048943)
and MspI (refSNP ID rs4646903) variations. At present, 37
SNPs are registered for the genomic sequence of human
CYP1A1 gene. Allele-specific frequency data are disposable
from 19 SNPs. Of these, one SNP (refSNP ID rs2606345) in
intron 1 coincides with the expected allele-specific
frequencies for a Caucasian population. Due to a 70%
heterozygosity the frequencies of the two possible alleles of
this SNP are 45 and 55%. Thus a genomic variation in form
of a SNP has not to be excluded as a mechanism of splicing
variation for the human CYP1A1 gene. Ile/Val and MspI
variations failed to correlate with the multiple splicing
pattern (data not shown).

A sequence of 7 nucleotides (CCTGAAT) ranges over the
non-canonical both 5'ss (n5'ss) and 3'ss (n3'ss, Fig. 6A).
None of the possible dinucleotide splice pair combinations
follow either a canonical GT-AG (having 99.24% of
annotated mammalian genes) (41) or the most common non-
canonical GC-AG (0.69%) and AT-AC (0.05%) rule. It
therefore remains speculative which of the non-canonical
dinucleotide combinations finally serve as splice junction.
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However, following the dataset given by Burset et al (41) and
the suggestion of Leung et al (19) the AA-AT splice pair
should be the most likely non-canonical splice pair.

A third in-frame CCTGAAT repeat is located 11 nucleo-
tides downstream to the non-canonical 3'ss within the exon 2
of CYP1A1. However, the AT dinucleotide of this repeat
seems not to be recognized by the splicing machinery as a
3'ss. Its near location to the non-canonical 3'ss may give an
indirect evidence about splicing acceptor consensus for the
3'ss of the AA-AT splicing pair.

A spliceosome assembly depends on well-defined
conserved consensus sites upstream of a 5'ss and downstream
of a 3'ss. Definite splice site consensus for the rare AA-AT
splice pair were not postulated to date. In general, the consensus
for the 3'ss spans three elements: the branchpoint sequence,
the polypyrimidine tract (Py), and the four-nucleotide sequence
at the 3' splice site. Even though these sequence elements
conform to a consensus, there is significant variability (42).
Comparing the upstream sequences of the CCTGAAT repeat
elements at the two possible acceptor splice sites, it reveals
that the most downstream repeat lacks a Py. It suggested, that
a 9 Py of the n3'ss may be necessary for the spliceosome
assembly of rare AA-AT splice pairs. As a first approximation,
the proposed by the present study non-canonical acceptor
site consensus: RYYYYYYYYYRRATIG (Fig. 6B) has
been supported by the similar acceptor site consensus for
the most prominent canonical GT-AG splice pair:
YYYYYYYYYYNCAGIG (43).

Furthermore, blocking of alternative splice sites for
spliceosome proteins by exon splicing enhancer proteins
(ESE) may constitute another conceivable mechanism to omit
the third repeat as a non-canonical 3'ss. However, stringent
evidence could not be proposed after analyzing compu-
tational data of putative DNA binding sites for splicing factors
by the ESEfinder software (44).

In conclusion, we here described common multiple human
CYP1A1 transcripts in healthy volunteers as well as multiple
transcripts exclusively found in human tumour cell lines. The
frequent appearence of the common multiple transcripts has
led us to discuss their presence as a physiological feature
rather than a risk for cancer. The individual differences in
alternative CYP1A1 transcript pattern will be a focus in
further epidemiological studies to clarify whether the pattern
represents a signature of a specific human exposure.
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